
#

92

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6027 300 5.17 1.71 32 9.50 34 7.65 4.53 107" None

EXPOSURES 2019: vs GB 10/27, vs MIN 11/3, vs OAK 12/1, vs TEN 1/19, vs SF 2/2

STRENGTHS
Upfield Burst (Pass & Run), Strike Timing/Placement, Bull Rush, Finesse PR Moves, 

Effort/Motor (Pass & Run), Mental Toughness on Critical Downs

BACKGROUND

WEAKNESSES
Range, AA to Close in Open Space (Run & Pass), Run The Arc, Play Strength for Gap 
Integrity, Stamina

SCHEME FIT
4-3 or Hybrid front as the 6/7/9-tech on early downs and kicking inside to 4/5-tech in Sub 
packages.

PROJECTION

Starting 4-3 DE or rotational 4/5-tech DE you can win with in 4-3 Base/Hybrid front that 
can utilize his Upfield Burst and PR Technique on 3rd down as well as his Technique vs 

Run and Competitive Toughness as a Contain/Force defender on 1st & 2nd down. Lacks 

the AA to contribute as a 3rd down Edge or 3-4 OLB dropping into coverage and the Play 

Strength vs Base/DBL Team blocks as an IDL on early downs, best fit as a pass rush 
specialist on a contending team that can use his Competitive Toughness on critical downs.

3rd year DL with 12 starts including 8 of 16 in 2019 (and 3 of 3 in the playoffs, including a 
Super Bowl victory) and no injuries. 3rd year under HC Andy Reid and 1st with D-Line 

coach Brendan Daly in DC Steve Spagnuolo's attacking, Hybrid-front defense. Began the 

season as a rotational Edge Rusher before earning a starting spot in an evolving role, 
transitioning from the primary 6/7/9-tech with limited interior pass rush opportunities to 

a predominantly 4/5-tech DE on passing downs with increased success.

INJURIES
NCAA: 2012/13- No Injuries 2014- Right MCL Tear (Weeks 4-11) 2016- No Injuries NFL: 

2017- No Injuries 2018- Ankle (Week 6) Heel (Week 15) 2019- No Injuries

KEY STATS

Trending upward in both usage and production in 2019 setting career highs in every 
major category with 4 Sacks - 29 TOT - 11 QB Hits - 6 TFL - 1FF - 1 FR while starting 8 

games after recording a single start in his previous 2 seasons combined according to Pro-
Football Reference.

MEASURABLES

50 12 37 74% 4-3 DE, 3-4 OLB

2017 - 2nd - KC Kansas City ChiefsVILLANOVA (PAVI) 
CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played Games Started Games Won Winning % Positions Started

4/5, 6/7/9-Tech Johnson, JustinKpassagnon, Tanoh 6-14-1994 (26.2)

COLLEGE YEAR – RD – TM TEAM

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO
Pro Position(s) Prospect (Last, First) DOB (Age) Scout Name (Last, First) 

NEGATIVES IN RUN GAME

Adequate A/B gap integrity when playing inside, takes adequate attack angles vs Base/DBL team blocks 
leading to diminished leverage, struggles to recover and close his gap when knocked off balance by DBL teams 

or OL with very good size/strength.   Adequate pursuit range, struggles in backside pursuit vs outside runs.

Very good height with solid weight/arm length and very good hand size, long frame with 
narrow hips and wiry muscle build. Adequate athletic ability with good upfield burst, solid 
balance and an adequate combination of quickness/agility/COD/foot speed/flexibility.

POSITIVES IN PASS GAME

Good upfield burst out of 3/4-point stance, shows good explosion/acceleration with solid processing to key the 
ball, able to cover 4 yards in 3 steps and vertically pressure OL with good quickness/footwork.   After the snap, 
shows solid processing on the fly to diagnose and react vs Play-Action and Screens, solid PR plan with a mix of 

Power/Finesse moves, good Bull rush when his legs are fresh, very good UOH striking the chest plate with 
good force to get vertical lift, able to consistently push OL with good size/anchor ability into the QB's lap, good 
Finesse PR moves with very good hand combat skills and good chop/swipe moves, when he gets around OL has 
good closing speed to reach the QB.     Good on stunts/twists as the penetrator with good physicality engaging 
OL to open pass rush lanes.   Very good effort/motor in pass rush, plays through the whistle for all 4 quarters 

with very good aggressiveness in pursuit and in QB contain, very good mental toughness on critical downs, 
raises his level of play and effort/motor regardless of fatigue on 3rd/4th downs, Red Zone/Goal Line and End 
of Half/Game situations displaying his best overall physical/mental toughness in the playoffs and late in the 
Super Bowl by splitting DBL teams and generating interior pressure on pivotal, game-deciding drives.

POSITIVES IN RUN GAME

Good upfield burst vs Gap/Zone runs, shows solid ability to key the ball and diagnose vs Run with good 

acceleration/aggressiveness to shoot Gaps.   Good setting the edge vs Outside Zone, Stretch and Toss plays, 
shows solid pad level and solid balance to absorb initial contact, very good UOH with solid length and good 

upper body strength to disrupt/lockout and good core strength to shed, able to consistently force ball carriers 
inside and stay disengaged vs OL/TE's with good play strength and solid length.   Solid in short area pursuit, 
shows solid ability to track the ball carrier in traffic with good closing speed and good arm strength making 1-
arm tackles.

NEGATIVES IN PASS GAME

Adequate pass rusher off the edge, shows adequate foot speed/quickness/agility/initial stride length to run 
the arc or set-up inside/outside PR moves with adequate ability converting speed-to-power, adequate 
flexibility/hip fluidity in all phases of pass rush, plays stiff after his initial burst with adequate bend to turn the 
corner when unable to beat OL to the spot.   Adequate quickness to engage QB's with very good elusiveness 

outside the pocket, when he does reach QB's, does not attack the ball and is unlikely to create strip sacks.   On 
stunts/twists, struggles to reach pass rush lanes as the looper.   In Man/Zone coverage, struggles to stay with 
WR/TE's and consistently operate in space due to adequate AA.   Adequate stamina, shows fatigue at the end of 
long drives or when playing a large percentage of snaps with deteriorating quickness/agility and PR plan, 
relies on Bull rush with reduced effectiveness vs pass on non-critical downs, will benefit from a healthy DL 

rotation and should not be counted on to lead his team in total snaps.

BODY TYPE / AA


